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 Construction project scheduling and monitoring is challenging in 

today's very dynamic business environment. In this study, a project 

execution tracking system in a medium‒sized construction company 

was studied. Two different methods were proposed as problem solution 

for project scheduling and monitoring. Traditional CPM and PERT 

methods, and Monte Carlo simulation as risk analysis tool were used in 

this case study. The results show that 186 working days (which is 

optimistic estimate) is required to finish a luxury villa is determined by 

CPM method, while Monte Carlo simulation implies that there is 50% 

of chance that the luxury villa will be done in 205 days, but still there 

is a risk of 50% that the villa construction may be delayed. 
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1. Introduction 

Completing any project on time with the determined project cost is not always easy job for any project 

manager. Although, project management techniques and tools are very efficient and motivating for the 

establishment of many project, still there are still common mistakes which leads a complication in a project. 

There are many factors which causes complexity such as, lack of analyzing risk factors, manager mistakes, 

internal and external factors, usage of the only one technique without comparison with other tools and 

techniques and labor-force factors.  

 

These factors play a significant role in the establishment of a project. Therefore, in long term these kind of 

complications causes problems for completion time, budget-cost arrangements, correct usage of labor-force 

and resources. Therefore, the proper usage of fine constructed project management tools and techniques are 

key factors for the establishment of proper project within a proportional budget and resource to be completed 

in a planned time interval. In this article, the work system of the construction company will be explored and 

investigated due to problem of monitoring the work system. The Mehmet’s construction company was 

established in 2001 in Ankara.  
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The company is very comprehensive and based on construction along with project control. The company is 

carrying on a business in several cities in Turkey as well as at abroad [1]. The company is serving at abroad as 

well in such countries, Libya, Iraq, Syria and Afghanistan. The company is constructing a various type of 

housing such as dormitories for the students, hospitals private or the public, luxury residential or intermediate 

houses, hotels for touristic purposes as well as small apartments for the use of local people, educational 

buildings, and workshops. The most important objective of the company is awareness by whole market and 

perceived.  The problem of the company is an inability of having a system in which current business can be 

properly monitored and controlled.  

 

The current work system of the company is based on old-fashioned methods which prevents the development 

of the company below the expectations. Nowadays it is not easy for a construction company to do all the work 

by order because the possibilities of many types of error which are undesirable.  

 

For Mr. Mehmet’s company, there is a significant problem for keeping track of the business which puts the 

company in hard circumstances. There are no project management techniques which should be used to lower 

the hardness of the works in the company, hence the company is struggling each time due to lack of project 

management tools. There are always causes and effects in every problem and the existence of the problem is 

the reflection of the primary causes. Those causes are time management, change management, cost 

management and project status.  

 

The inability of managing the time, the lack of cost management method, the technical incompetence of the 

company for sudden alterations and the inevitable hardship of representing processes by diagrams, charts, or 

any other proper tool puts the company in a hard time for monitoring the status of the project. Energy 

efficiency plays one of the major roles in the construction by using proper energy efficient building 

components [2] [3] in various construction phases, such as first and second floor works along with roof works 

[4]. It is very long process, most importantly after the construction is done, construction work delivery must 

be in a good quality and produced components built in the house should be produced as it was reported in [5], 

to have better interior and exterior finish. Critical Path Method and Project Evaluation and Review Technique 

are very effective and mostly used methods in the history of the project management. By the establishment of 

these two methods, it does provide many benefit to its project managers such as deterministic times for three 

different time values.  

 

In addition, for all the activities times can be found using these two algorithm such as the earliest and latest 

time where can a task begin or the latest or earliest time where can an activity completed along with slack 

time, which is the differences between start and finish times. These two methods are very effective way of 

illustrating the critical path and complete project duration. Thanks to these two approaches, any project can be 

managed and monitored easily on determined completion time of a project [6]. Another method used is Monte 

Carlo simulation to identify the project completion date by every possible combination of uncertain activities.  

While CPM and PERT methods gives the deterministic completion date for the project, Monte Carlo 

simulation gives the completion date based on probabilistic approach for the whole combined uncertain 

events. Critical Path Method does not consider the possible risk which might occur in the process of 

construction while Monte Carlo Simulation is taking account of every possible risks which may occur in the 

phases of construction which will directly affect the completion date of construction. In order to better 

understand and making comparison between these two methods, identification of possible risks and visual 

representation of those risks have a cruel role in the final result.  

 

The quality of the deliverables and the whole system of project monitoring and executing is importan aspect 

of customer satisfaction for innovation areas sucas product, process, and administration. To achive  this soft 

and hard toools are used suc as strategic planing, customer focus, employee involvement and trainings; and 

continious improvement standardizarion and measurment [7]. The overall goal of the company is to 

continuously improve monitoring of the project completion and improve deliverables by applying one of the 

quality initiatives [8][9]. 

 

The following section called as methods and techniques will be explored and investigated for the comparison 

of completion date for the Critical Path and Monte Carlo Simulation methods. 
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2.   Methods, Techniques and Tools 

Project planning and scheduling methods proposed for Mehmet's company are based on these three project 

objectives: scope, schedule and budget. Before the establishment of any method for any project, the project 

triple constraints must be understood carefully for a better understanding of forthcoming methods. There are 

certain constraints which are fulfilled in every project as following, cost, schedule and time which represents 

the triangle shown below to satisfy the quality of the deliverable outcome. One constraint cannot be whole 

before another satisfies. The following Figure 1 represents the triple constraints of project management. 

 

 
Figure 1: Project Objectives 

 

After the explanation of Project Triple Constraints, in the following headings, the methods and tools which 

will be conducted in the establishment of Critical Path Algorithm and Monte Carlo simulation well be 

mentioned along with necessary formulas. 

 

1) Scope 

PBS (Product Breakdown Structure)  

For better representation of activities of any particular project, the Product Work Breakdown structure is used 

to illustrate the activities in hierarchical order which generate the whole project with easier representation for 

the users. There are many ways to use PBS structure for the purposes of examining and authenticating [10]. 

 

WBS (Work Breakdown Structure) 

Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) is the exact opposite way of creating a hierarchical structure of Product 

Work Breakdown Structure. In this method, project is divided into primary elements in order to show the 

project which is defining the scope of the project. It is very good representation for the users in which easy 

way of understanding the scope for, what is exactly needs to be done. Work Breakdown Structure is very 

effective tool in Project Management [11]. 

 

2) Schedule 

Milestone Plan 

Milestones in project management are activities which are representing the key events of a project and they 

are most important activities to achieve to finish the project. The project milestone has no duration which 

indicates the importance of activity. 

a- Product Breakdown 
Structure       PBS

b- Work Breakdown 
Structure       WBS

c- Milestone Plan

d- Network Diagram and CPM 

e- Gantt Chart

f- Resource Plan

g- Cost Plan

h- Payment Plan

Scope

Schedule Budget
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Network Diagram and CPM (Critical Path Method) 

There are many areas of the usage for network diagrams which was created in the intention of making the 

project more manageable form for the users. Network diagram is mostly used for projects to be scheduled. 

Network diagram is representing the associations among the activities of any project for easier understanding 

[12]. Model of network diagram is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2:  Network diagram model 

 

 

 

On the network diagram, durations of some activities are given also their start and end time can be found 

using the network diagram. There is a special order in the sequence of network diagram, activities are 

arranged according to their predecessors. There is a formula to estimate the duration of the project by the 

expected time (TE) of the activities according to each activity optimistic and pessimistic times based on Beta 

distribution. 

 

   
      

 
 

 

where, a represents the optimistic estimate, m represents the most likely estimate and where b represents the 

pessimistic estimate. 

The visual representation of the Earliest Finish, Earliest Start, Latest Start, Latest Finish, Slack Time with 

corresponding form of usage in a network diagram with basic formulas is shown in the Figure 3 below. 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Terminologies for Network Diagram with corresponding form 

 

 

 

Earliestfinish time      for      activity was determined as: 

                

where,    is earliest start time, while    is estimated time for      activity. 

Start

X1

X2

X3 Xn End

ES ID EF

S S

LS D LF

ID- TASK NAME

D- Duration 

ES- Early Start

EF- Eearly Finish

LS- Late Start

LF- Late Finish

S- Slack

Terminologies
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Earlies start time (ES) for       activity was determined as: 

              

where,    is maximum earliest finish time from the predecessor for      activity. 

 

Completion time for the last activity represent project completion time     and it was determined as: 

     
To find critical activity and determine critical path, backward path was calculated. Treterore, earliest finish 

time for the last activity becomes lates finish. 

      

Latest start time (LS) for      activity was determined as: 

               

where,    is latest finish time for      activity. 

 

Latest finish time (LF) for      activity was determined as: 

              

where,    is minimum latest start time of successor activity. 

 

Slack time calculation helps to determine critical path activities 

Slack of activity            

where,    latest finish time for      activity 

 

Activities with zero clack time represent critical path activities. 

 

After calculation, the critical path by the given formula above, the next step is to find standard activity 

variances to be able to calculate uncertainity of a project completion [12]. 

   
     

 

 

 

where,a represents the optimistic duration and b represents the pessimistic duration of an activity. While 

project variance is determined as sum of variances on the critical apath activities: 

  
                                               

Square root of the project variance gives the standard deviation of the project duration. 

      
  

PERT uses the following assumptions to determine probability of project completion time: project duration 

follows a normal probability distribution, while activity times are statistically independent. Therefore, with 

these assumptions it is possible to determine probability of the project completion earlier or lather  , and 

standar normal equation can be applied. 

  
   

  
 

In order to finish any project at the desired time, the formula above was used, where μ is estimated project 

duration time, X is given time and   is project variance. 

 

 

Gantt Chart 
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The Gantt chart shows planned and actual progress for many tasks displayed as bars against a horizontal time 

scale. It is a particularly effective and easy-to-read method of indicating the actual status for each of a set of 

tasks compared to the planned progress for each item of the set[13]. Sample of Gantt chart is shown in Figure 

5. 

 

CPM (Critical Path Method) 

In order to identify the activities in the network diagram, to know which one is critical and which one is not, 

Critical Path Method were used for analyzing. Critical path method is a common project management 

technique which has been using for a long time. Especially for the projects which consist of dozens of 

activities. Therefore, Critical Path Method is a very effective project management technique which is used to 

identify important activitiesInvalid source specified..  

 

3) Budget 

The budget was estimated according to historical data and using three-pointestimate as well as using quotation 

system. 

 

Swott Analysis 

In order to make a proper analyze for any project, the Swott analysis is very effective and required tool to be 

conducted. Because, thanks to the properties of the Swott analysis, it gives an overall analysis for the 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of any organizations. For clear understanding, there are 

internal and external factors in the Swott analysis, internal factors are the strengths and weaknesses of the 

organization and external factors are opportunities and threats of the organization.  

 

These factors were identified and analyzed for the determination of what is preventing a workstation from its 

objectives and what is contributing to achieve the desired goal of the company. Therefore, Swott analysis is 

assisting for the workstation to operate more efficiently [14]. 

 

Monte Carlo Simulation 

Monte Carlo Simulation has very long usage area in very Project management aspects like industrial purpose, 

scientific purpose, and logistical purpose.  Monte Carlo Simulation was used in order to estimate the 

completion date of the project and the overall cost of the project with every doable integration of 

undetermined activity run. Monte Carlo simulation takes the deterministic times obtained and put them in long 

repeatable trials by iterating over long repeat of durations.  

 

These coincidental values for each probabilistic distribution were used to estimate the completion time for a 

project with different durations between some frequencies. All possible risks which may delay the project 

completion date is considered in these combinations of trials [15]. 

 

 

To perform Monte Carlo simulation for luxury villa case the following steps were taken and the process is 

shown in Figure 4:  

 

1) Quantitative model definition for project duration as                     , where    is 

     activity duration, and n is number of activities. 

2) Random variables generation for      run and      activity (where       to k, while k is number of 

iterations). 

3) Estimate of              activity duration as well as project duration   for      run. 

4) Storage of the model and output in  . 

5) Steps (2) and (3) were repeated for   times. 

6) The results were analyzed and graphically represented using probability density function and 

cumulative density function. 
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Figure 4: Example of Monte Carlo Simulation 

 

Monte Carlo Simulation computes the obtained deterministic times fork = 9000 iterations and over again 

according to end date for all possible uncertain activities to have more realistic final outcomes. Monte Carlo 

Simulation is taking the risk factor into an account that is why it is randomly generating the deterministic 

completion times for each activity for each trial. This step is repeated 9000 times as in Figure 4. In order to 

simulate all the possible outcomes, Monte Carlo Simulation giving for each trial different but very close final 

outcomes. 

After the explanation of the Monte Carlo Simulation method, the following section will be about results and 

discussions for the establishment of Critical Path Method and Monte Carlo Simulation. 

      Run-1
a m b

a m b

a m b

a m b

      Run-2 a m b

a m b

a m b

a m b

      Run-k

a m b

a m b

a m b

                             a          m         b

    DURATION (yi)

> 50% chance

                     y2                  yk       μ        y1

  a           m          b

< 50% chance to be 

finished

< 50% chance to be 

finished
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3.   Results and Discussions 

In this section, after the establishment of Critical Path Method and Monte Carlo Simulation, the obtained 

values and conclusions will be mentioned. The table below shows the all activities with their predecessors and 

3 different time measurement which will help to conduct Critical Path Method and Monte Carlo Simulation 

for Luxury Villa in result section of the article. 

 

Table 1: Activities with durations of the Luxury Villa 
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Table above shows the times of each activities with their predecessors and ES, EF, LS, LF Slack time along 

with standard deviations and variances. Using this method, it is estimated project duration of 186 day for 

luxury villa construction.  

 

The duration is obtained by summing all zero critical path activities. 

 

Based on the Table 1, the Gantt Chart is constructed below and Figure 5 shows the total duration of the 

Luxury Villa as 186 days without analyzing risks which can alter the deterministic times obtained by CPM 

and PERT method. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: The Gantt chart of Luxury Villa 

 

 

The Figure 5 above shows the Gantt Chart of the Luxury Villa. İt was conducted by using of 17 milestones of 

the construction.  Milestones of the Luxury Villa is as follows, Design, Project Permissions, Site Preparation, 

Earth Work, Foundation, First Floor Work, Second Floor Work, Roof Work, Installations, Partition Wall, 

Plaster Work, Coating, Carpentry, Paint Work, Mechanical Work, Fire System Work and the End of the 

construction with total duration of 186 days which is equivalent to approximately 27 weeks. 

 

In the process of establishment of the Critical Path method, all the times were taken and calculated were 

deterministic without risk considerations. 186 days was obtained, as if there will not be any obstacles which 

will change the time of the completion day of the Luxury Villa. Therefore, when all possible risks were taken 

account and identified carefully, there will be another probabilistic completion time for the construction of 

Luxury Villa. Those risks can vary, as internal risks, external risks, political risks, technological risks, natural 

risks and unexpectable risks.  

 

There is a possible percentage for every risk which should be taken account. Because, these risks can be very 

significant in case of occurrence. But, it may also not occur. Figure 6 shows impact-probability risk analysis 

matrix. 

MILESTONES DURATIONS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

1 Design 11 days
2 Project Permission 6   days
3 Site Preperation 8   days
4 Earth Work 20 days
5 Foundation 24 days
6 First Floor Work 11 days
7 Second Floor Work 10 days
8 Roof Work 9   days
9 Installation 6   days

10 Partition Wall 22 days
11 Plaster Work 10 days
12 Coating 11 days
13 Carpentary 10 days
14 Paint Work 12 days
15 Mechanical Work 8   days
16 Fire System Work 3   days 
17 End 5   days

                                                                         Weeks
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Figure 6: Risk Analysis for Luxury Villa 

 

The table above represents the potential risks with their consequences and probability which directly affect the 

completion date of the project. After formation of the risk analysis table, now it will help to re-define 

completion date of the project with given risks.  

 

Referring to Figure 6, the Occupational wok accidents, natural disasters and financial crisis were identified as 

the highest impact risks to the project. But the likelihood being happened is with catastrophic consequences is 

very rare, thus they are managed and monitored. 

 

Disease, political issues and errors of construction were identified as major risk to the project. But the 

likelihood being happened is with fatal consequences is unlikely, thus they are managed and monitored. 

Government pressure, ground conditions and additional changes were identified as moderate risk to the 

project. However, the likelihood being happened is with hazard is possible, thus precautions are taken into 

consideration. 

 

Construction type, technology used and equipment faults were identified as minor risks to the project. But the 

likelihood being happened is with significant consequence is very likely thus, risks must be accepted and 

monitored. 

 

Weather conditions, labor productivity and changes in project were identified as not significant risks. 

However, the likelihood being happened is with insignificant consequences are very low thus, the risks must 

be accepted. 

 

By Monte Carlo Simulation, it will be easy to identify the risks of completion project on time, and comparing 

the result to PERT/CPM. The table below is called Risk Analysis for the construction of the Luxury Villa with 

a precaution. The result of Monte Carlo simulation is represented using probability density function and 

cumulative density function and shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Results of Monte Carlo Simulation 

 

 

The probability of finishing the construction in 186 days as it determined by CPM is about 38%, in 190 days 

is about 50% and in 205 days is approximately 100% according to Monte Carlo Simulation. These results 

show more realistic values since CPM and PERT did not consider the possible risks which may happen during 

the construction phases. 

 

4.   Conclusion 

 

Two different method were used in order to make comparison between Monte Carlo simulation and Critical 

Path Method. As it can be understandable, Monte Carlo simulation is giving more realistic outcomes.  When 

Critical Method is compared with Monte Carlo simulation, it is seen that, by the establishment of risk 

analysis, it is giving better control over monitoring and identifying the risks. Another conclusion is obtained 

is, according to Critical Path method, the completion date of the Luxury Villa was 186 days (which is 

optimistic estimate). After the establishment of Monte Carlo simulation, by taking an account of risks, it gave 

about 38% for 186 days, about 50% for 190 days and approximately 100% for 205 days for completion date 

of the Luxury Villa along with uncertainty about 50% of chance which implies that Luxury Villa may be 

delayed.  
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